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1. INTRODUCTION 

We will determine the ordinary differential equation which governs the 
growth and decay, along the bicharacteristic curves, [l, p. 5971 of the dis- 
continuities in the derivatives of the solutions to systems of quasi-linear 
partial differential equations. The technique will then be used to study the 
growth of discontinuities in the physical variables appearing in the equations 
of a compressible nonequilibrium fluid. 

Our results will be stated for solutions which are in the Lichnerowicz class 
(Cl, C3), [2, p. 31, but the technique applies to other classes also. The method 
consists of using Coburn’s representation [3, Definition 51 for the deriv- 
atives of the unknown functions in order to modify an approach due to 
Courant [l, p. 6181 for the linear case. 

The growth of discontinuities in the equilibrium case has been studied by 
Kaul [4] for a shallow liquid, and by Gopalkrishna [S] for a collisionless 
plasma, each author using the methods of T. Y. Thomas. The linearized 
equations for a nonequilibrium system have been analyzed by Gelfand [6], 
Stupochenko and Stakanov [7]. For the one-dimensional equilibrium case, see 
Jeffrey and Tanuiti [8]. 

In this paper, we will apply our general results to the nonlinear equations 
of a nonequilibrium fluid to obtain sufficient conditions for the growths of 
the discontinuities along the bicharacteristics corresponding to a particular 
speed of propagation. 

2. THE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
FOR THE GROWTH OF DISCONTINUITIES 

Throughout this section, we will consider quasi-linear systems of the form’ 

k(x, u) a+ + B(x, u) 24 + C(x, u) = 0, 7 = 0, l,... 71, (2.1) 
* This work was done under grant GP 8395 of the National Science Foundation 

administered by the Office of Research Administration of the University of Michigan. 
1 We use the form (2.1) rather than A7(x, u) a,u -t E(x, u) = 0 in order to compare 

results more easily with Courant [l]. 
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where a,u 3 au/ax, and x, is an orthogonal coordinate system in the usual 
Euclidean metric; u is a K x 1 matrix of unknown scalar functions, each of 
which will be denoted by g, a = l,..., K; A&(x, u), a = 0 ,..., II is a h x k 
matrix with entries (AQ such that for each fixed i, j the collection (/la),, , 
cd = o,..., n transforms as a vector; B and C are, respectively, k x k and 
1 x k matrices of known scalar functions. We assume A*, B, C E C* in all 
their variables. 

Motivated by the desire to study (Cl, C3) solutions of (2.1), we introduce 
the system [see Eq. (2.2)] obtained from Eq. (2.1) by differentiation. Before 
doing this, we make the following convenient definition: 

DEFINITION 1A. The operation of differentiation by the variable i will 
be denoted by D,: 

D, = a, ) a = l,..., k. u 

With this definition, differentiation of Eq. (2.1) leads to 

ATil,i3,u -t (&4T + c (D,A) a,;) a,u + Ba,u 
a 

+ (@B + c (D,B) a,;) u + a,C + 1 (D&) ;I$ = 0. 
(2.2) 

a a 

DEFINITION 1. Following Courant [1, p. 5971, we denote by Z, r respec- 
tively any nonzero solution of 1&z, = 0, AUn,r = 0 and refer to I, Y, respec- 
tively, as left, right null vectors of G? z AVZ, . 

Remark 1. If u E (Cl, C3) is a solution of Eq. (2.2), then,by a known 
result [3, Definitions 5, 8, Theorems 2, 31 there are scalars J, a = I,..., k 
such that 

[q&i] = ?qzBy, a = l,..., k. (2.3) 

DEFINITION 2. The tuple 7 is called the jump tuple for the solution u, 
and will be denoted by J. 

PROPOSITION 1. If u E (Cl, C3) is Q solution of Eq. (2.2) wit! ~onz;ro 

jump tuple J, then there is a scalar (I and a right null vector r = (r, r,..., r)T 
such that (where T indicates the transposed matrix) 

J = m, (i)Z + *.. + (I”)’ = 1. 

Proof. Forming the jump of Eq. (2.2) and noting u E Cl, we obtain 

A”[@,u] = 0. (2.4) 
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Using Definition 2 and (2.3), this becomes 

A%, J = 0 (2.5) 

and the result follows, by taking the unit vector Y which we defined by 

J 

((j)2 + . . . + (j)2)1’2 * 

Remark 2. As in Courant’s theory, it is clear from Eq. (2.5) that at each 
point of the discontinuity surface where J + 0, the normal n, satisfies the 
determinant relation 11 A%, 11 = 0. 

Remark 3. The operator IAna, is a tangential operator since IA%, = 0. 

DEFINITION 3. The integral curves of b” = lAer are called bicharacter- 
istics of Q! (cf. [l, p. 5971). 

DEFINITION 4. Let g E EI, and u-f(~) be a real-valued function. If 
II = u(xo ,..., xJ, then let j be the function on E,+1 defined by 

~(xo ,-**, xn) =f&xo ,..., x,) ,...) k 4% ,-*-, %a)). 

For example 

a,A’ = &A7(xo ,..., xn , :(x0 ,..., x~) ,... :(x0 ,..., xn)). 

In the proof of the main result, we will use the following: 

PROPOSITION 2. Let r be a right null vector of ad dejned on a neighborhood 
M of .Z and suppose the first partials of r exist on Z. If 1 is a left null vector of 6! 
on Z, then on Z 

- W(a,Ae) ner = nCb7a,n, . (2.6) 

Proof. By hypothesis &zsr = 0 on a neighborhood of Z. Thus we find 

0 = a,(A0n07) = (QP) 17 + AB(a,n,) 7 + AsnBi3m7. (2.7) 

Operating with 1 on each side of Eq. (2.7) and using lA%ze = 0 on Z, we 
obtain 

0 = i(a,As) ner + lAs(&pe) 7. w9 

Rearranging (2.8) and using Definition 3, we obtain 

- qa,Aq n,r = bQan, . (2.9) 
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Taking the scalar product with na 
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(2.10) 

which proves the assertion. 

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose u E (Cl, C3) is a solution of Eq. (2.2) and 1 is a 
left null sector of Ql on Z. Furthermore, suppose r satisJies A%,r = 0 on a 
neighborhood ,C’” of .Z and that thejrst partials of r exist on .Z, and J = or on .Z. 
Then 0 satisjies the following ordinary d@rential equation along the bicharacter- 
istics: 

2 + Mu = 0, (2.11) 

-a 
$3 = I )Je&r + 1 (D,AS) “r&u + 1 (D&t u + 1 (II&) r + Br[ 

a a a 

- 2&Q n 
(2.12) 

s T 

and b is the parameter along the bicharacteristic. 

Proof. From Eq. (2.3) and Proposition 1, we obtain 

[&a,~] = n,n,ur. (2.13) 

Operating with I&$ on Eq. (2.13), we find 

Z2Bi3s[i3aaAu] = L@L+(n,n,ar). (2.14) 

Since E-?iQ& is a tangential operator, we have by Hadamard’s theorem (i.e., 
t*[&F] = t=&[F]) 

z[2~a,a,aAu] = ZABa&,n,or) (2.15) 

nanAl[AQ&a,u] = n”nAZ&3g(n,n,pr). (2.16) 

Since u is piecewise C3, we can interchange the order of differentiation 
yielding, 

z[ABaBaEalu] = zpa,aBa,ij. (2.17) 

By use of the product rule for differentiation this becomes 

(2.18) 

409/35/I-2 
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The function u satisfies Eq. (2.2). Hence if we rewrite the first term on the 
right of Eq. (2.18), we obtain 

Carrying out the differentiation by 3, , and using the assumptions on the 
class of Aa, B, C, and u, we have 

lpa,a,a,24] = - 1 I a>[a,a,q 

+ 1 (D,A3 a,~~a,w + C (~~4 paa,;;1 a,u 
a a 

+ &v,4 + C (~3) [a,a,ltl u 
(2.20) 

a 

By use of the chain rule we see the sum of.the first two terms on the right of 
Eq. (2.20) is a,&[a,a,u]. Thus Eq. (2.20) becomes 

Applying Proposition 1 to Eq. (2.21), we obtain 
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Taking the scalar product of (2.22) with na3 we have 

nWl[#a,a,a,u] = - lo d(aJq n,r + C (D,A’) 9a,u + BY 
I 

+ c (m) 1” 21 + c (i&C) f + nqa,iP) ?zBYI . 

(2.23) 

a a 

Now rewriting the first and last terms with the aid of Proposition 2 and 
rearranging, we obtain 

n9d[if~asa.aAu] = - lo $ (o&@ r”a,u 
Q (2.24) 

----a 
+ c (D-) i u + c (DJ) Y + BY 1 + 2on’b’&n, . 

Returning to (2.16) and expanding the right member, we obtain 

nwWa&ppy) = lAe(aBo) Y + h?i~asy (2.25) 
or 

da 
(2.26) 

where the last equality follows from Definition 2. 
The equality of the right members of (2.24) and (2.26) follows from (2.16) 

and leads after simplification to 

Remark 4. The same technique can be used to derive an ordinary dif- 
ferential equation from (Ck, Ck+m) solutions to systems of order k + 1, where 
k 2 0. The resulting ordinary differential equation may be linear or non- 
linear depending on the hypotheses made. For example if u E (CO, C*) is --- 
a solution of (2.1) such that 8,~ = 0 on one side of Z and D,AB, a$, a,B are 
all continuous then u satisfies 

where 

-a 
M = 1 IA”% + BY + 1 (D,B) zu + C (DaC) r/ - 2nCbTa,n, 

a a 

N = 1 1 (02) &z,r. 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO NON-EQUILIBRIUM HYDRODYNAMICS 

When referred to a Newtonian coordinate system t = x,, , xi , i = 1, 2, 3 
(i.e., an orthonormal coordinate system in Euclidean 4-space), the equations 
of compressible, non-equilibrium fluids ([7]) are: 

A”a,u + c = 0, a = 0, 1, 2, 3. (3.1) 

The unknown u has entries A = p, i = w 
3 

1 , 11 = v, ) ii = v3 ) : = q, z = s, 

where p is the invariant mass density, p is the pressure, vi are the components 
of the velocity vector referred to a Newtonian coordinate system and q, s 

are, respectively, the relaxation variable and the specific entropy. Also, the 
matrices 

A” zz oopooo 
ooopoo 
000010 
000001 

, 

0 0 0 0 0 q 
(3.2) 

where A = ap/ap, b G ap/as, I = ap/aq and A2, A3 have expressions similar 
to that of Al. Finally, TC = (0, 0, 0, 0, TK(ae/aq), - K(ae/ap)2)T, where 
e = e(p, q, s) is the internal energy per gram of mixture and the function K 
is called the relaxation scalar. Throughout this section we will assume (as in 
section 2) that u E (Cl, C3) and Aor, C are C2 in all their arguments. 

There are basic differences between the systems (3.2) and (2.1) (i.e., the 
entries (A~),, do not transform as components of a vector, and the entries of u 
are not all independent of the choice of coordinate systems). However, the 
techniques of section two will be useful in obtaining an ordinary differential 
equation of the form (2.26). We will work in a fixed coordinate system. 

As in section two we introduce the following differential system: 

ka,a,+ + C p,k) a,2?aa,24 + C p,c) a$ = 0. (3.3) 
a a 

In the remainder of this paper, we will consider only one space variable, 
i.e., 01 = 0, 1. With this in mind, (2.3) and Remark 2 imply that the character- 
istics are determined by 

0 =/I A"n,Ij = 

L Pl 0 0 

An1 pL In, bn, 
0 0 L 0 
0 0 0 L 

= pL2(L2 - An12), (3.3a) 
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where 

L = n, + TJlfzl . 

For the remainder of this paper, we will assume that L = 0 at each point of 
the discontinuity surface L’. This assumption is justified by the following: 

PROPOSITION 3A. At each point of the discontinuity surface where Q f 0 
or S f 0, we have L = 0. 

Proof. Taking the jumps of the third and fourth rows of (3.3) respec- 
tively, and noting the classes of the functions we obtain 

LQ=O and LS=O, 

which proves the assertion. 

DEFINITION 5. We will denote the operation of differentiation by the 
thermodynamic variables p, q, s by 3, , aQ , 8, , respectively, where there is no 
danger of confusion the symbol “8’ will be omitted. According to this con- 
vention ep = a,e. 

PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that the discontinuity surface satisfies L = 0. Then 
the following hold: 

(i) ,4ny normalized right null vector of L&Z, has the form 

where 

r = (aor + c/3, 0, a, c)’ (3.3b) 

(ii) There are scalars P, Q, S such that the jump matrix J of a (Cl, C3) 
solution of (3.3) is 

J = (P, 0, Q, SJT; (3.4) 

(iii) For each scalar e, f 

l= (0, 0, Gf) (3.5) 

is a left null vector of&%, . 

Proof. First, we will prove (i). The general solution of &;ln,X = 0, for 
L = 0, is (C + F/3, 0, a, E) r. Normalizing this last matrix, we obtain (i). 
Next, we will prove (ii). 
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By a known result ((3.4) [3]), we have 

kM‘3~,1 = %VBB1 (34 
and 

P&ll = %Val - (3.7) 

Since zlr is piecewise Ca, the left members of (3.6), (3.7) are equal. Therefore, 
we obtain 

v,, = ngz~v,l . (3.8) 

By another known result (Theorem 3, [3]), there are scalars P, Q, S such that 

PA3Pl = %f?& P&d = vsQ, [a&s] = n,n,S. (3.9) 
It follows from substituting (3.8), (3.9) in (2.3) that 

_7 = (P, n’v,, , 8, W. (3.10) 

Since both Y and J satisfy A%r,X = 0, it follows from (i) that naPa = 0 which 
proves (ii). Finally, we prove (iii). The matrix 1 E (0, 0, e,f) is the general 
solution of X&n, = 0 for L = 0. 

PROPOSITION 5. Let u E (Cl, C3) be a solution of (3.3) such that along a 
given bichuructeristic 

a # 0, (3.10a) 

n’% # 0, (3.10b) 

L = 0. (3SOc) 

Furthermore, suppose the right null vector I defined on .?Z by (3.3b) can be extended 
to ujeld of null vectors of a which is dejined and has jrst partial derivatives on a 
nkghborhood of Z. Then 

$+Mo=O, (3.11) 

where 

(3.12) 

Proof. From Proposition 4 and the results of Section 2, we have 

[iQ,u] = n,n,J = n,qor, (3.13) 
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where Y is given by (3.3b). Operating with IA%0 on each side of (3.13), we 
obtain 

z‘m&a*u] = 12!%$+2,?zpY) (3.14) 

the usual rule V, = V~ a.@/%* where V, = (1, z’r), CY, /3 = 0, 1 where 

Remark 3 and Hadamard’s theorem imply the relation (3.14) becomes 

l[ABa,a,a,u] = IfPi3&z,nnuY). (3.16) 

Then proceeding exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3, we find that o 
satisfies 

~+1L%J=o, (3.17) 

where 

and b7 = l&r = (1, wl). This means that the bicharacteristics are param- 
eterized by time in Newtonian coordinate systems. By hypothesis, nQCn7 
vanishes in that coordinate system and so the last term in (3.18) vanishes. To 
find the explicit value of M, take Y as given in (3.3b) and choose 
I = (0, 0, 1,0)/a. Th en d’ erect calculation from (3.18) gives 

(3.19) 

Remark 5. The terms in (3.12) involving the scalar 

a = (p’ + Qf+ S2)1/2 

are unknown. Our next result will use the freedom in choosing the scalars e, f 
in (3.5) in order to derive a differential equation which determines a. For 
simplicity, we will suppose 01 = j3 = 0. However, the same procedure will 
work for all permissible OL, /3. 

PROPOSITION 6. Let u be a solution of (3.3) satisfying all the hypotheses of 
Proposition 5 and in addition suppose that along a given bicharacteristic 

cY=f3=0 (3.19a) 
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and 

c f 0, t E (t1 , Q. 

Then on the interval (tl , tz) the scalar “a” satisfies 

(3.19b) 

1 d”* (1 - a2)112 a(Ke,) 
a(1 - a”) dt 

a - 
3s 

(3.20) 

+ 
We,) -- 

84 as = 
0 

where the plus (minus) sign is used according to whether c = (1 - a2)l12 or 
c = - (1 - a2)l/2. 

Proof. For each pair of scalars e, f not both zero define 

l(e,f) = (O’ O’ e’f) + Cf. 
ae 

Then from (3.18) and (3.10b) we have 

We,f) = +[ef+f$+e(a$$J-+cF) 

(3.21) 

-fa$(+e:) -cg($ez)/. 

Direct calculation shows 

l(e, f) BY = (1, v) 3 ba (3.22) 

for all e, f. Therefore, if we put e = 1, f = 0 we obtain from (3.17), 

(3.23) 

where from (3.18) and (3.21) 

M=M(l,O)=~[$+a$Keq)+c$Keg)/. (3.24) 

Similarly, if we put e = 0, f = 1, we find (3.23) holds with 

M=M(O,l)=~j~-aa$(~e,2)-c~(~e,2)1. (3.25) 
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Since cr depends only on J and r and not on I, we conclude 

M(0, 1) = M( 1,O). (3.26) 

Substituting c = * (1 - a2)ljs into (3.24), (3.25) and then using (3.26) 
yields the result. 

The following can be easily proved. 

PROPOSITION 7. Let u E (Cl, C3) be a solution of (3.3) satisfying alZ the 
hypotheses of Propositions 5 and 6 with a, c > 0, and in addition, suppose that 
along the given bicharacteristic 

‘,l+c K 3 0, 

lim K, > 0, t+ro 
lim K, > 0, t-r, 

lim T, -<, 0, 
t+m 

lim T, < 0, 
t-72 b+~ e,, < 0, 

lim e, < 0, 
t-m 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.29a) 

then 

li+iQ = F+n$ = co. 

Remark 6. In Proposition 7, we have taken a > 0, c > 0 for all t suf- 
ficiently large. For the other possibilities (namely a > 0, c < 0; a < 0, c < 0) 
conditions on the limiting behavior of the thermodynamic functions can also 
be formulated which are sufficient to imply that Q, S becomes infinite as t 
approaches infinity. 

Finally, let us consider the possibility of an infinite discontinuity developing 
at some finite time t, . 

PROPOSITION 8. If t, < co and Q(t) or S(t) become injinite as t approaches 
t 2 , then the domain a, < x < a; , a,, < t < a0 on which the solution of (3.3) 
is de$ned must be finite in space and in time. 

Remark 7. The basic equations (3.2) in particular the linear phenom- 
enological relation dq/dt = - Ke, , is intended to describe physical 
systems which are “near” equilibrium. Objections may be raised that our 
hypotheses lim,,, ep < 0 [see Eq. (3.29a)], lim,,, e,,, < 0 [see Eq. (3.29)], 
contradicts the “near” equilibrium postulate. Equilibrium is usually taken 
to imply e, = 0, eQg > 0. 
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Addendum 

The case L # 0 will be discussed in a future paper in which the methods of 
the present paper are extended to the case where the jump equations cor- 
responding to the system (2.2) are non-homogeneous. 

Papers [4] and [5] assume that the medium in front of the wave is at rest. 
In Sections 1-3 of this paper and in a forthcoming paper no such assumption 
is made. 
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